Products and services
for extending the life of
critical equipment assets

A L L OY B E AR I NG S
Specialist Bearing Support
Remetal plain bearings
Manufacture plain bearings
Supply plain bearings
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THE ROLE OF WHITE METAL PLAIN

BEARINGS IN INDUSTRY
White metal (or Babbitt) bearings can be
Cylindrical bore bushes or interchangeable
halves, Elliptical bore, Tri-lobed and multi-lobed
designs, Tilting Pad Journal or Thrust Shoes,
Thrust plates, Slipper plates, Half Shoes, Guides
or Steady Pads, Labyrinth Seals

Typical applications are:

White metal bearings are valued for their:

»R
 otary Screw Refrigeration and Gas
Compressors

»C
 ompatibility, or anti-galling properties with
mating materials
»C
 onformability, which allows tolerance of
some misalignment
»E
 mbeddability, which tolerates particles in the
lubricant film
»C
 orrosion Resistancethat provides shelf and
service life
»F
 atigue Resistance, for cyclical loads and
vibration

» Turbines, Turbo compressors
» Extraction or Ventilation Fans, Blowers
»L
 arge Reciprocating Compressors,
Homogenisers

»L
 arge Alternators, Generators, Electric Motors,
Traction Drive motors
»C
 ooling Water (CW) Pumps, Boiler Feed
Pumps, Large Transfer Pumps
» Gearboxes, Drives, Mine Winders, Winches
» Coal Pulverisers, Crushers, Ball Mills
» Medium & Low Speed Engines
» Marine Stern Tubes and Seals
» Steel Rolling Mills

We strongly believe that a preferred supplier relationship with AB would achieve:

For typical market sectors:
» All Power Generation Stations

» Dairy factories

» Metal & Mineral Mining

»F
 ood Processing Plant,
including cool stores

» Metal Refineries
» Steel Mills
» Pulp & Paper Mills
» Oil/gas/petroleum Refineries
» Drilling & Exploration
» Gas Transmission Stations
» Refineries – Sugar, Salt
» Cement Works

» Meat works
» Water and Wastewater
» Large passenger ferries
» Ports (cranes, tugs, barges)
» Commercial Fishing
» Shipyards & Slipways
» Defence Industries & Navy

Remetal

Supply

We know our customers expect a refurbished
bearing to match the performance of that of a
new bearing, so we ensure that the same careful control and rigorous techniques are used in
the repair work as those of OEM's process. We
have remetalled, but are not limited to, bearings
with an inside diameter of 50mm right through
to 1,580mm.

Alloy Bearings are the sole Australasian agents
for Kingsbury, Inc. Kingsbury, Inc. are the inventors of the tilting pad hydrodynamic thrust bearings. Since they invented this in 1912 they have
continued to be a leader in the design and
manufacture of tilting pad fluid, film thrust and
journal bearings for all types of rotating machinery, with numerous installations worldwide.
www.kingsbury.com

Manufacture

Alloy Bearings is accredited to
ISO9001:2008.

If you have a requirement for a non-standard
white metal bearing, or just need a price competitive option, the experienced Alloy Bearings
team are capable of manufacturing many types
of plain bearings. Both service providers and end
users entrust us with the complete manufacture
of bearings for many applications. If drawings or
required documents are not available, the Alloy
Bearings team has the ability to reverse engineer
bearings. This is used not only to produce a
solution for the client, but also as a new blueprint for further refurbishment projects.

Holding an ISO9001 certificate means that Alloy
Bearings has a quality management system
which conforms to international standards, and
that we are regularly audited by an independent third party professional certified body. This
assures that our work is done in accordance with
appropriate procedures and specifications.

Typical causes of bearing failures
White metal bearing failure is seldom sudden or
catastrophic. Typically the result is an increase in
running clearances that can be easily detected
by vibration analysis or an increase in noise. This
means that damage to expensive rotating equipment is avoided or minimised. Refurbishment
can then be carried out with the bearing remetalling providing considerable advantages in cost
and time without sacrificing performance.

Storage and
handling errors 2.8%
Overload 6.9%

Other 18.6%
Installation Errors 17.7%

Contamination 19.6%

Inadequate
lubrication 34.4%
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Past Works
Our repair expertise means we can apply the exact casting, machining and testing procedures required.
Manufacture, replacement/upgrade solutions, when needed, can include proprietary replacement and our
specialist knowledge means we are able to see to this at the best cost.

Stern tube bearing.

BEFORE
BEFORE

AFTER

Journal bearings from power station.

AFTER

Top Hat Gearbox Bearing.

BEFORE

AFTER

Electric motor bearing.

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

Thrust ring.

AFTER

Reconditioned con-rod with
new big end and small end
bearings and re-bored big
end. From Krebbs Chlorine
Compressor.

BEFORE

AFTER

Hydrogen seal for generator
in thermal power station.

AFTER

Labyrinth seal refurbished.

AFTER

Howden 255 Compressor Overhaul.

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

Journal thrust bearing for gas
turbo compressor.

New manufactured thrust bearing.
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Our Process
Our process is comparable to that of a well maintained and lubricated bearing. We understand the
possibilities of breakdown occurring when bearings are worn or not in optimal working condition, so
we have developed a system that ensures a smooth and trouble-free transition from start to finish.

VISIT SITE, VERIFY IF
SPARES ARE AVAILABLE

Audit state of available spares
and make recommendations

REMETAL

Inwards Inspection

Customer consultation
(throughout process)

No spares

MANUFACTURE

SUPPLY

Reverse engineer existing
bearing to produce
drawings if required

Customer consultation
(throughout process)

Customer consultation
(throughout process)

Liaise with worldwide
supplier database and
provide replacement

Manufacture bearing
including design improvements if applicable

Workshop process

Outward inspection
reporting

Outward inspection
reporting

ALL SPARES IN OPTIMUM CONDITION WITH
COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING

THE BEST MACHINERY BREAKDOWN INSURANCE!

Testimonials
“A big thanks to the team at Alloy for all the
help over the last 3 months with our gearbox
refurbishments, really helped us get good
technical solutions in the most economical way
in challenging times for us.
Appreciated was the quick response from your
team to inspect when required and the shuffling
done manufacturing wise to ensure good
lead times and the quality of the products and
documentation received.
Thanks again for all the help”
Senior Mechanical Engineer,
Gas Fired Power Station
“We would like to thank you for the effort you
put into assisting us during the recent failure of
our hydrogen recycle compressor.
Your knowledge in diagnosing the cause of
failure allowed us to complete the seal repair
in a timely fashion while managing the risk of
potentially unknown problems. The machine is
now back in production and operating normally.
We really appreciate the willingness you showed
to assist us in your personal time outside of normal business hours and recognise the disruption
this entailed.
We look forward to continuing to work with you.
Thanks again.”
Rotating Equipment Engineer,
Petroleum Refining Company

Remetalled pump bearing from hydro power station

“We would like to formally acknowledge and
thank AB Alloys for their prompt and diligent
attention to our recent urgent requirement to
remetal and machine most of the bearings from
one of our STAL turbines. The cooperation with
our principal contact and yourselves was always
productive, timely and professional.
There were some challenging complexities
with these bearings and we were impressed
by the diligence applied by AB Alloys in
identifying quite a number of issues that needed
resolution. In those cases AB Alloys provided
sound recommendations that facilitated
good decisions to be made. The quality of
workmanship on the completed bearings and
the documentation accompanying them was
also noted as being very good.
Accordingly please accept this as a formal thank
you for your attention to our requirements,
especially as the urgency of the requirement
was of course entirely not of your making!”
Plant Manager,
Coal Fired Power Station
Reference names and contact details available
on request.
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